Count: 32  Wall: 4  Level: Novice  
Choreographer: José miguel Belloque Vane (NL) Guillaume Richard (FR)  
May 2016  

Music: Can’t Stop The Feeling - Justin Timberlake

[1-8]: Samba Step - Cross - 1/4 turn Step Backward & Step Back - Walk Backward
1&2  Cross RF over LF - Step LF to L - Step RF diagonally forward  
3&4  Cross LF over RF - Make 1/4 turn L stepping RF backward - Step LF backward  
5-6  Step RF backward - Step LF backward  
7-8  Step RF backward - Step LF backward  
(Option, 5 to 8 : Skate backward)

1&2  Step RF backward - Step LF next to RF - Step RF forward  
3-4  Make 1/2 turn R stepping LF backward - Make 1/2 turn R stepping RF forward  
5-6  Rock LF to L - Recover to R  
&7-8  Step LF next RF - Rock RF to R - Recover to L

[17-24] : 1/2 turn Sailor Step - Shuffle Forward - Paddle Turn x3 - 1/4 turn Flick
1&2  Cross RF behind LF - Make 1/2 turn R stepping LF to L - Step RF forward  
3&4  Step LF forward - Step RF next to LF - Step LF forward  
5-6  Make 1/4 turn L point RF to R - Make 1/4 turn L point RF to R  
7-8  Make 1/4 turn L point RF to R - 1/4 turn L Flick RF

[25-32] : Shuffle Forward - Step 1/2 turn Step - Skate x2 - Kick Ball Step
1&2  Step RF forward - Step LF next to RF - Step RF forward  
3&4  Step LF forward - Make 1/2 turn R stepping RF forward - Step LF forward  
5-6  Skate RF forward - Skate LF forward  
7&8  Kick RF forward - Recover on RF ball - Step LF forward

Restart : On wall 5, after 16 counts facing 9:00

Tag : After wall, 11 do the next 4 counts
1-2  Stretch L hand and look to L  
3-4  Stretch R hand and look to R

SO JUST DANCE DANCE DANCE and Have fun!